Join other fire professionals, land managers and volunteer burners for three to eight weekends of prescribed fire training, implementation, and community outreach.

**Build on your prescribed fire skills in diverse landscapes**

**Cal-TREX Bay Area** participants will work on prescribed fire skills, taskbooks, attend trainings and seminars as part of a team while burning in diverse landscapes and ecologies (grasslands, coastal scrub, chaparral, oak, and conifer). In exchange, participants will be helping to train and build up others by providing their experience, expertise, and/or equipment, and helping to create a positive prescribed fire culture in the SF Bay Area.

**A modified format to reduce the risk of Covid-19 transmission**

**Cal-TREX Bay Area** will run over the course of eight weekends to meet the needs of COVID-19-appropriate operations and to maximize local capacity building. Applicants are strongly encouraged to sign up for four or more sessions.

This Prescribed Fire Training Exchange (TREX) event is part of a three year ‘all-hands, all-lands’ pilot project. Cal-TREX, funded by federal, state, non-profits, and private agencies. In accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture policy, this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability.